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Different approaches 
to evaluation

• User-studies

• Collection-based 
evaluation

•  In-situ evaluation
– A/B Testing
–  Interleaving



Outline

PART I
1.  Collection-based Evaluation
2.  Comparative Evaluation

PART II
3.  Online User Behavior
4.  A/B Testing
5.  Interleaving
6.  Comparative Studies



3. Online User Behavior



Offline vs. Online Assumptions

• Basic assumptions: 

– Offline: 
• assessors can tell you what is relevant

– Online: 
• online user behavior can tell you what is 

relevant



Online User Behavior

•  Key assumption: observable user behavior reflects 
relevance

•  Implicit in this: Users behave (somewhat) rationally
–  Real users have a goal when they use an IR system

•  They aren’t just bored, typing and clicking pseudo-randomly

–  They consistently work towards that goal
•  An non-relevant result doesn’t draw most users away from their goal

–  They aren’t trying to confuse you
•  Most users are not trying to provide malicious data to the system



Online User Behavior

•  This assumption gives us “high fidelity”
–  Real users replace the judges;
–  No ambiguity in information need;
–  Users actually want results;
–  Measure performance on real queries

•  But introduces a major challenge
–  We can’t train the users
–  How do we know when they are happy? Real user behavior 

requires careful design and evaluation



Different User Signal

•  Clicks
•  Mouse movement
•  Browser action

–  bookmark, save, print
•  Time

–  dwell time, time on SERP
•  Explicit judgment

–  likes, favourites..
•  Other page elements

–  share, …
•  Long term effects

–  sessions per user, abandonment, …
•  Reformulations

Search Engine Result Page (SERP)



User Logs



Different User Signal

•  Clicks
•  Mouse movement
•  Browser action

–  bookmark, save, print
•  Time

–  dwell time, time on SERP
•  Explicit judgment

–  likes, favourites..
•  Other page elements

–  share, …
•  Long term effects

–  sessions per user, abandonment, …
•  Reformulations

Search Engine Result Page (SERP)



•  How good are clicks?
–  Are these two clicked pages 

equally “good”?

•  How bad are non-clicks?
–  Not relevant
–  Not examined
–  The snippet gave the answer

Interpreting Clicks



Interpreting  
Clicks

•  The user performed the following search on July 1st, 2012.

•  Clicks do not always 
mean satisfaction.



Interpreting  
Clicks

•  Lack of clicks does not 
always mean dissatisfaction.



Interpreting Clicks

• Clicks are biased and noisy, but useful

– Clicks are noisy
• they don’t always mean what you hope
• absence of clicks is not always negative



Interpreting Clicks

•  Lab study of web search
•  16 subjects, 5 navigational and 5 informational search 

tasks each
•  Behavior recorded using eye-tracking



What do Users View / Click?12 · Thorsten Joachims et al.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of abstracts viewed and clicked depending on the rank of the
result for the “normal”, the “swapped”, and the “reversed” condition in Phase II.
Due to differences in data cleaning and the definition of look-zones, the fixation
percentages are slightly higher than in Figure 1.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 25, No. 2, April 2007.



Are Clicks Affected by Relevance?12 · Thorsten Joachims et al.
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Average rank of 
click:  
2.66

Average rank of 
click:  
 4.03*



Position Bias
Hypothesis: Order of presentation influences where 

users look, but not where they click!
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Users appear to have trust in Google’s ability 
to rank the most relevant result first.



Which Results are Viewed Before Click?
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•  Users typically do not look at lower results before 
they click (except maybe the next result)



Is Click = Relevant?
•  Can we simply interpret clicks as relevance

–  This would provide relevance labels, and a 
collection-based evaluation could be run

•  A variety of biases make this difficult:
–  Position Bias: 

Users are more inclined to examine and click on higher-
ranked results

–  Contextual Bias:
Whether users click on a result depends on other nearby 
results

–  Attention Bias:
Users click more on results which draw attention to 
themselves



Interpreting Clicks
•  Clicks are biased and noisy, but useful

–  Clicks are noisy
•  they don’t always mean what you hope
•  absence of clicks is not always negative  

–  Clicks are biased
•  users won’t click on things you didn’t show them
•  user are likely to click on things that appear high in the 

ranking
•  presentation matters 

–  documents, snippets, images, colors, font size, grouped with 
other documents

•  surrounding results matter



Interpreting Clicks
•  Clicks are biased and noisy, but useful

–  Clicks are noisy
•  they don’t always mean what you hope
•  absence of clicks is not always negative  

–  Clicks are biased
•  users won’t click on things you didn’t show them
•  user are likely to click on things that appear high in the 

ranking
•  presentation matters 

–  documents, snippets, images, colors, font size, grouped with 
other documents

•  surrounding results matter

However: In the long run, clicks do point in the 
right direction



Different User Signal

•  Clicks
•  Mouse movement
•  Browser action

–  bookmark, save, print
•  Time

–  dwell time, time on SERP
•  Explicit judgment

–  likes, favourites..
•  Other page elements

–  share, …
•  Long term effects

–  sessions per user, abandonment, …
•  Reformulations

Search Engine Result Page (SERP)



Beyond Clicks

•  A large number of implicit 
feedback tested

•  Two most important in 
predicting SAT clicks

–  Dwell Time
•  Time spent on a clicked page.
•  SAT click > 30 secs

–  Exit Type
•  The way in which the user exited 

the result - kill browser window, 
new query, navigate using 
history, favorites or URL entry or 
time out.



Beyond Clicks: Dwell Time



Beyond Clicks: Dwell Time

•  Model Dwell Time by a Gamma distribution:

•  Maximum Likelihood Estimation
–  given SAT and DSAT clicks
–  for each click segment
–  P(t | SAT, att) and P(t | DSAT, att)

•  Query-click attributes to generate click segments
–  Query topic attributes
–  Query type attributes
–  Page topic attributes
–  Reading level attributes

t ⇠ �(k, ✓)





Different User Signal

•  Clicks
•  Mouse movement
•  Browser action

–  bookmark, save, print
•  Time

–  dwell time, time on SERP
•  Explicit judgment

–  likes, favourites..
•  Other page elements

–  share, …
•  Long term effects

–  sessions per user, abandonment, …
•  Reformulations
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Beyond Dwell Time: Post-click Behavior

• Dwell time not sufficient
•  Interactions on landing pages

– Cursor movements and scrolling
– Reading vs. Scanning



Beyond Dwell Time: Post-click Behavior

Example 1: 

Find the phone number of the Verizon Wireless 
helpline for Massachusetts



Beyond Dwell Time: Post-click Behavior

Example 2:

How many pixels must be dead on a MacBook 
before Apple will replace the laptop?



Beyond Dwell Time: Post-click Behavior

• Patterns of post-click interactions:
1.  Periods of horizontal reading
2.  Focused attention
3.  Left-prevalence
4.  “Scanning” followed by “reading”
5.  “Reading” followed by “scanning”
6.  “Skipping” – quick scrolling



Beyond Dwell Time: Post-click Behavior

•  Features:



Beyond Dwell Time: Post-click Behavior

•  Results:
–  Correlation w/ relevance
–  Re-ranking



Beyond Clicks: Cursor movements on SERP

• Cursor – gaze relationship



Beyond Clicks: Cursor movements on SERP

• Cursor movement vs. clicks



Beyond Clicks: Cursor movements on SERP

• Average time hovering result titles



Beyond Clicks: Cursor movements on SERP

• Results hovered before clicked, etc.



Beyond Clicks: Cursor movements on SERP

• Unclicked hover vs. clicks



Beyond Clicks: Cursor movements on SERP

• Correlations with relevance



Different User Signal

•  Clicks
•  Mouse movement
•  Browser action

–  bookmark, save, print
•  Time

–  dwell time, time on SERP
•  Explicit judgment

–  likes, favourites..
•  Other page elements

–  share, …
•  Long term effects

–  sessions per user, abandonment, …
•  Reformulations

Search Engine Result Page (SERP)



Beyond  
Clicks

•  The user performed the following search on July 1st, 2012.

•  Clicks do not always 
mean satisfaction.



Beyond Clicks: Query Reformulation

• Given a query Q1, SERP, and Q2, predict 
SERP level satisfaction

• Ground truth model
–  CTR and CTR-30 

•  Experimental model
– Query similarity

• Q1 and Q2 overlap if one term in common
–  Time between queries

• Quick (less than or equal to 5 minutes ) vs. Non-
quick reformulation



Beyond Clicks: Query Reformulation

• Reformulation vs. CTR



Beyond Clicks: Query Reformulation

• Classification:
– Clicks
–  SAT Clicks
– Reformulation (several features)

• Similarity & Time
– Reformulation + Clicks

• If reformulation then DSAT
• If not reformulation then use clicks

– Reformulation + Clicks (classifier)



Beyond Clicks: Query Reformulation



No Clicks



No Clicks



Cursor Movement: Good vs Bad Abandonment

•  Cursor trail length
–  Total distance traveled 

by the cursor on the 
SERP

•  Movement time
–  Total time of 

movement on the 
SERP

•  Cursor speed



Mouse movement subsequences

•  Instead of engineering complex features, 
discover common subsequencies (motifs)

• Motif is a frequently occurring sequence 
of cursor movements



Cursor Data: Challenges
• Different users examine 

web pages with different 
speed
–  Flexible distance metric: 

Dynamic Time Warping

•  Similar movements can 
appear in different parts of 
a web page
–  Location invariance: 

normalize subsequence 
position



Motifs: Candidate Generation



Motifs: Distance Measure

• Which time series are similar?
• Popular choices:

–  Euclidian Distance
– Dynamic Time Warping



Common motifs on SERP



Common motifs on non-SERP



Mouse movement trails



Predictive motifs



Motifs: Predicting Satisfaction



Beyond SERP: Satisfaction & Engagement

• Common measures
– Avg unique queries per session [S]
– Avg session length per user [S]
– Avg query success rate per user [S]
– Avg query CTR [S]
– Average query interval per user [S]
– Avg daily sessions per user [E]
– Absense Time [E]



User Engagement Analysis



Different User Signal

•  Clicks
•  Mouse movement
•  Browser action

–  bookmark, save, print
•  Time

–  dwell time, time on SERP
•  Explicit judgment

–  likes, favourites..
•  Other page elements

–  share, …
•  Long term effects

–  sessions per user, abandonment, …
•  Reformulations

Search Engine Result Page (SERP)



Online Evaluation Designs

1.  Document Level or Ranking Level?

2.  Absolute or Relative?

Document Level Ranking Level

I want to know about the documents

Similar to the collection-based approach, I’d 
like to find out the quality of each document.

I am mostly interested in the rankings

I’m trying to evaluate retrieval functions.  
I don’t need to be able to drill down to 
individual documents.

Absolute Judgments Relative Judgments
I want a score on an absolute scale

Similar to the Cranfield approach, I’d like a 
number that I can compare to many methods, 
over time.

I am mostly interested in a comparison

It’s enough if I know which document, or 
which ranking, is better. Its not necessary to 
know the absolute value.



Absolute Relative

Item level Click rate  
…

Click-Skip  
…

SERP level Abandonment 
…

A/B testing, 
Interleaving

Interpreting Clicks



Absolute Relative

Item level Click rate  
…

Click-Skip  
…

SERP level Abandonment 
…

A/B testing, 
Interleaving

Interpreting Clicks



Modeling user behavior

•  Straightforward interpretation of clicks
–  Use click-through rate
–  May be biased

•  Can absolute document relevance be recovered 
from clicks?



Absolute Relative

Item level Click rate  
…

Click-Skip  
…

SERP level Abandonment 
…

A/B testing, 
interleaving

Interpreting Clicks



Document Level 
Preferences

1

2



Click > Skip 
Heuristics

•  CLICK > SKIP ABOVE 
•  LAST CLICK > SKIP ABOVE
•  CLICK > EARLIER CLICK
•  LAST CLICK > SKIP PREVIOUS
•  CLICK > NO-CLICK NEXT 1

2
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Click > Skip 
Heuristics

•  CLICK > SKIP ABOVE 
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•  CLICK > NO-CLICK NEXT 1
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Click > Skip Heuristics - Evaluation

Evaluation against explicit manual preference 
judgments:

•  High accuracy (up to 80%)
•  May suffer from position bias

Method Accuracy
Click > Skip Above 78.2 ±  5.6
Last Click > Skip Above 80.9 ±  5.1
Click > Earlier Click 64.3 ± 15.4
Click > Skip Previous 80.7 ±  9.6
Click > No Click Next 67.4 ±  8.2
Inter-Judge Agreement 86.4



Absolute Relative

Item level Click rate  
…

Click-Skip  
…

SERP level Abandonment 
…

A/B testing, 
interleaving

Interpreting Clicks



Absolute SERP Quality

•  Document-level feedback requires 
converting judgments to evaluation metric 
(of a ranking)

•  Ranking-level judgments directly define 
such a metric

Some Absolute Metrics
Abandonment Rate Reformulation Rate
Queries per Session Clicks per Query

Click rate on first result Max Reciprocal Rank
Time to first click Time to last click

% of viewed documents skipped (pSkip)



Compare against historical data



Absolute Relative

Item level Click rate  
…

Click-Skip  
…

SERP level Abandonment 
…

A/B testing, 
interleaving

Interpreting Clicks



In-situ evaluation in one slide

•  See how normal users interact with your live search 
engine when just using it

•  Observe implicit behavior
–  Clicks, skips, saves, forwards, bookmarks, “likes”, etc.

•  Try to infer differences in behavior from different 
flavors of the live system
–  A/B testing

•  Have x% of query traffic use system A and y% of query traffic use system 
B

–  Interleaving
•  Expose a combination of system versions to users



4. A/B Testing



A/B Testing

Baseline (control) Experimental (treatment)



A/B Testing
•  Concept is trivial

–  Randomly split traffic between 
two (or more) versions

•  A (Control)
•  B (Treatment)

–  Collect metrics of interest
–  Analyze

•  Sample of real users 
–  Not WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich,  

and Democratic) like many  academic research samples

•  A/B test is the simplest controlled experiment

•  Must run statistical tests to confirm differences are not due to 
chance

•  Best scientific way to prove causality, i.e., the changes in metrics are 
caused by changes introduced in the treatment(s)

100%
Users

50%
Users

50%
Users

Control:
Existing System

Treatment:
Existing System 
with Feature X 

Users interactions instrumented, 
analyzed & compared

Analyze at the end of the 
experiment 



Experimental Setup
•  Evaluate one factor with two levels

–  A/B test
–  Any percentage; but 50-50 gives maximum 

power
–  Fixed percentage throughout experiment to 

avoid Simpson’s paradox

•  Evaluate one factor with multiple levels
–  A/B/n split

•  Evaluate multiple factors
– Multivariate test (MVT)



Experimentation at Scale
•  At Bing they run ~300 experiment treatments every week

•  Each variant is exposed to between 100K and millions of 
users, sometimes tens of millions

•  90% of eligible users are in experiments
–  10% are a global holdout changed once a year

•  There is no single Bing
–  Each user is exposed to 15 concurrent experiments, they get one 

of 5^15 = 30 billion variants



Overlapping Experiments

•  Single layer
–  Each randomization unit in a single experiment
–  Easy-to-use, flexible, but insufficiently scalable

•  Multi-factorial
–  Full factorial design (independent factors)
–  N factors, k values each => Nk experiments
–  Each randomization unit in N experiments (for N factors)

•  Reality: Not all parameters are independent
–  Partition parameters into subsets (layers) of dependent 

parameters
–  Each randomization unit in M experiments (for M layers)



Traffic Diversion
•  Random traffic

–  user-visible changes
–  Inconsistent user experience

•  Cookie as the basis of diversion
–  Used to track unique users
–  Reality: machine/browser specific and easily cleared
–  Allows consistent user experience over successive 

queries

•  Randomize traffic over cookie mods
–  Easier to specify

•  E.g. cookie mod 1000: Exp1 uses mods 1 and 2, Exp2 
uses mods 3 and 4, etc.



Overlapping Experiments

• Extreme 1: Single Layer
–  Every request in at most one experiment

• Straightforward, but insufficiently scalable 



Overlapping Experiments: Extreme 2

• Extreme 2: Multi-factorial
– Vary each parameter independently

• Issues: Must serve valid pages only e.g., blue 
text on blue background



Overlapping experiments
•  Partition parameters into layers

–  Each layer independent of every other layer
–  Controls and experiments must be in same layer



Overlapping experiments



Overlapping experiments



A/B Testing

• Running an A/B Test
– Planning
– Validation
– Diagnostics
– Analysis

•  Improving Sensitivity

• Predicting the outcome of an 
experiment



Planning

• Control extraneous factors
– Test vs. non-test factors
–  Fixing: impact external validity

• e.g. weekend days are different from week 
days => run only week days

– Randomize
– Blocking: stratification over non-testing 

factors => improves statistical power



Planning

• Randomization unit
– Typically: the user

• Consistent experience
• Evaluate metrics at user level: sessions or 

clicks per user
–  In reality: cookie (or login)
– Affects the power

• For page-level metrics, more power if 
randomization at page level



Planning

• Estimate adequate sample size
–  Sample size

• Percent of users admitted into the experiment 
variants (control and treatments)

• Length of the experiment
–  Sample size => statistical power
–  Statistical power

• Probability of correctly rejecting the null 
hypothesis when it is false



Statistical Power

•  Statistical significance testing:
1.  sample size
2.  effect size = diff of means / st. dev.
3.  significance level = P(Type I error) = 

probability of finding an effect that is not 
there

4.  power = 1 - P(Type II error) = probability of 
finding an effect that is there

• Given any three, we can determine the 
fourth
–  Easier under normality assumption



Variance estimation

• Run an A/A test
– Collect data to assess variability 
– High vs. low variance measures

•  Issues with variance estimates
– Novelty effects

• Small differences at first
• Reduces power => longer experiments

–  Skewed measures
• Not normally distributed



Variance estimation

• Often metrics are skewed
– Metric transformation
– Bootstrap estimation



Planning

• Triggering
– Track the right users
– Analyze only the subset of population 

that was potentially impacted
• Dilution

– Translates measurements from triggered 
to overall population

– Reduces variance



Choose Measures
•  On query-SERP

–  Click Through Rate
–  Time to click
–  Reciprocal rank of first click

•  On overall activity
–  Number of sessions per user
–  Absence time

•  Easy-to-improve measures vs. 
all-up organizational measures
–  E.g. click to a feature vs. session/

user or time-to-success
•  Different measures, different 

variance





Overall Evaluation Criterion



Validation

• A/A test (or Null test)
– Test the experimentation system

• The null hypothesis should be rejected ~5% of 
the time if 95% confidence levels are used



Diagnostics
•  Carry over effect

–  Experiments running in the past may affect users’ behavior 
in the new experiments

–  A special case: iterative experimentation with the 
population in the case buckets dropping off the 
experiment 

•  test for bucket size abnormality 
•  if abnormality occurs, shuffle users

•  Novelty impact
–  short term user behavior may not be a good indicator of 

long term user behavior
–  bias can be due to

•  Curiosity
•  learning curve
•  User type structure

–  test stability of ratio of control/case metric throughout 
time



Analysis

• Treatment effect and percent change 
with 95% confidence intervals
–  Law of large numbers: Normality 

assumption
–  Fieller theorem for percent change



Analysis

Hypothesis Testing
• Statistical distribution of the treatment 

different from that of the control

• Simplification: means are different

• Normal distribution o.w.
– Transformation of the data
– Non-parametric tests



Analysis

False positives: 5% expected from Statistics

• Under: one dataset, one outcome, one 
analysis

• All assumptions are violated
– Multiple testing
– Multiple treatments
– Multiple metrics
–  Slicing and dicing analysis



Sequential testing



Sequential testing

•  Suppose (hypothetically) that the null 
hypothesis is actually true

•  The probability of concluding it is false 
after one test is α (normally 0.05)
–  The probability of concluding it is false after 

two tests is .05 + .95*.05 = .0975
–  After three tests, .05 + .95*.05 + .95*.95*.

05 = .143
–  After 14 tests, ~0.5
–  After 27 tests, ~0.75
–  After 90 tests, ~0.99



Multiple testing

•  Suppose three different people have the 
same null hypothesis
–  If each of them does one experiment, 

probability that there will be one false 
positive is 0.143

–  If each of them does three experiments, 
probability goes to ~0.4

•  Result: very high probability that any 
given published result is false!
–  “Why Most Published Research Findings Are 

False”, Ioannidis, PLoS Medicine, 2005



Multiple testing



Correcting for multiple testing

• We should adjust our p-values up for 
the fact that we have made multiple 
comparisons

• Many different approaches:
– Bonferroni correction
– Tukey’s Honest Significant Differences
– Multivariate t test



A/B Testing

• Running an A/B Test
– Planning
– Validation
– Diagnostics
– Analysis

•  Improving Sensitivity

• Predicting the outcome of an 
experiment



Statistical Power

• The following four quantities have an 
intimate relationship:
1.  sample size = # of units * length of exp.
2.  effect size = diff of means / st. dev.
3.  significance level = P(Type I error) = 

probability of finding an effect that is 
not there

4.  power = 1 - P(Type II error) = 
probability of finding an effect that is 
there

• Given any three, we can determine the 
fourth



Variance reduction

•  Stratification
1.  Divide the sampling region into strata
2.  Sample within each stratum separately
3.  Combine results from individual strata

•  Still obtain an unbiased estimator

•  Reduce variance
–  Variance

•  Variance within strata
•  Variance between strata

•  How can we stratify?
–  Use pre-experiment variables to construct strata



Variance reduction

•  Control variates
1.  Choose a random variable Y, with known E[Y]
2.  Estimate difference in control/exp. X as

•  Still obtain an unbiased estimator

•  Reduce variance
–  By a factor of ρ2, with ρ=cor(X, Y)

•  How can we find a control variate with known 
expectation and high correlation?
–  Use pre-experiment variables to construct strata

X̂ = X̄ � ✓Ȳ + ✓E[Y ]



Variance reduction



Increase sample size

•  Pseudo-sample size
1.  Consider a number of user engagement 

measures
2.  Run the experiment and record these 

measures as time series
3.  Generate a number of features based on 

time series signals
• Statistics, totals, derivatives, periodicity, entropy, 

etc.
4.  Predict the future
5.  Use observed and predicted data for testing



Increase sample size

• Pseudo-sample size



Early Stopping
•  Reduce the duration of an experiment

–  Stop early
•  Sequential testing

–  Repeated significance tests
• Pocock
• O’Brien & Fleming

–   Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT)
• Likelihood ratio: 

–  likelihood of observed data under H1 divided by 
likelihood of observed data under H0 

• The likelihood under H1 is unknown
–  replace it with the maximum likelihood estimate 

before the i-th step.



A/B Testing

• Running an A/B Test
– Planning
– Validation
– Diagnostics
– Analysis

•  Improving Sensitivity

• Predicting the outcome of an 
experiment



Predicting Experimental Results

• Predict the outcome of online 
experiments using offline log data
– We want the best from both worlds



Predicting online metrics

• Accurate user model [Artem et al, SIGIR 2015]

• Randomization [Li et al, WSDM 2015]



Running an experiment

• A search engine 
1.  observes a query q from Q (iid)

2.  takes an action a from Aq = {SERPq} (iid)

3.  receives a reward r in [0, R]
•  any evaluation measure

 

q ⇠ ⇡

a ⇠ ⇡(·|q)



Expected reward

•  If we run the experiment
{< qi, ai, ri >}1im

E[r] =
1

m

X

i

ri

E[r] = Eq⇠⇡[E[r|q]]
= Eq⇠⇡Ea⇠⇡(·|q)[E[r|a, q]]



Expected reward

•  Instead, consider the query log

• Assumption 1:            is not 0 in the 
log

{< qi, ai, ri >}1in

n(q, a)

E[r|a, q] = 1

n(q, a)

X

1in

I(qi = q, ai = a)ri = br(q, a)



Expected reward

•  Instead, consider the query log

• Assumption 2: the distribution of 
rewards is stationary

{< qi, ai, ri >}1in

Eq⇠⇡[Ea⇠⇡(·|q)[br(q, a)]]

= Eq⇠⇡[
X

a2Aq

⇡(a|q)br(q, a)]

=
X

q2Q

⇡(q)
X

a2Aq

⇡(a|q)br(q, a)



Expected reward

•  Instead, consider the query log

• Reality: actions are deterministic
{< qi, ai, ri >}1in

=
X

q2Q

⇡(q)
X

a2Aq

⇡(a|q)br(q, a)

=
X

q2Q

⇡(q)br(q, a)



Expected reward

•  Instead, consider the query log

•  If distribution of queries remains the 
same then,

• Otherwise, use live statistics

{< qi, ai, ri >}1in

⇡(q) =
n(q)

n



Variance of reward

•  If a variable is bounded,

• Based on this, we can compute:

r 2 [m,M ]

Var[r]  (M �m)2

4

Var[r̂]  R2

4

X
q 2 Q

n2(q)

n2

1

n(q, aq)



Fuzzy matching

• Limitations
1.  Variance grows linearly to the cardinality 

of Aq
2.  Very likely that n(q, a) = 0

• Fuzzy matching

a ⇠ a0 if a[1..j] = a0[1..j]



Results: Predicting absolute values



Results: Predicting Deltas



Results: Predicting Decisions



Analysis: Optimistic Bias vs. Coverage



Analysis: Assumptions

1. No confounding effects
2.  Sufficient amount of data for each 

query
3.  Enough observations for (query, SERP) 

pair
4. Consistent users behavior (i.e. stable 

rewards distribution) 



Analysis: Query Segments



Prediction for Learning



A/B Test Types

•  Experiment
–  To validate a new idea (algorithm, feature, interface, etc.)

•  Calibration test
–  Degrade production system deliberately with a known 

quantity (i.e., remove top document), to calibrate metrics
•  A/A test

–  No differences should be measured (95% of the time)

•  Reverse test
–  Test a previous experiment again by reversely applying 

changes
•  Random bucket

–  To collect data



Summary of A/B testing

• When the variants run concurrently, 
only two things could explain a 
change in metrics:
– Actual difference in the quality of the 

algorithms
– Random chance

• Everything else happening affects both 
the variants

• For random chance, conduct statistical 
tests for significance



Challenges in A/B Testing 

• One metric to rule them all
– Overall evaluation criterion (OEC)

• Many metrics; typically improve one but hurt 
the others

• Higher level metric to incorporate tradeoffs 
among metrics

– Measurable over short duration (e.g. two 
weeks)

– Predictive of long term-goals



Challenges in A/B Testing 

• OEC: Market share, aka number of 
queries
– Making the search engine worse will lead 

to more queries short term
– But push users to alternatives in long-

term
• Better: sessions per user; repeated 

visits



Challenges in A/B Testing 
•  Long turn-around time 

=> improve sensitivity
–  reduce variance by stratification
–  pseudo-increase data points by predicting future 

user behaviour
=> use interleaving

•  Non-guaranteed quality of the experimental 
system 
=> off-line evaluation
–  collection-based evaluation
–  side-by-side experiments

•  Many experiments competing for traffic 
=> prioritize



6. Interleaving



Interleaving for information retrieval Interleaving for information retrieval
Ranker A Ranker B

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

4

5

6

Which ranker is better?

Several ways to find out:

•  Ask  assessors which 
documents are relevant.

•  Split user population, 
observe user 
interactions (clicks) with 
ranker A and B.

•  Interleave ranker A and 
ranker B

Expensive

Labels don’t come from users

...

Between subject design

A and B seen by different users

A and B seen by different queries

Within subject design

A and B seen by same users with 

same queries

Interleaving



Interleaving for information retrieval Interleaving for information retrieval
Ranker A Ranker B

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

4

5

6

Interleaving for information retrievalwins loses

Interleaving



Why do interleaving?

• Within subject design
… as opposed to between subject of A/B 
testing

– Reduces variance (same users/queries for 
both A and B)

– Need 1 to 2 orders of magnitude less data

– ~100K queries for interleaving in a 
mature web search engine (>>1M for A/B 
testing)



Interleaving

• Running an Interleaving Test
– Method
– Analysis

•  Improving Sensitivity

• Predicting the outcome of an 
experiment



Interleaving Methods
•  Balanced interleave (Joachims et al 2006, Radlinski 

et al 2008)
•  Team Draft interleave (Radlinski et al 2008)
•  Document constraints interleave (He et al 2009)
•  Probabilistic interleave (Hofmann et al 2011)
•  Optimized interleave (Radlinski and Craswell 2013)
•  Vertical aware team draft interleave (Chuklin et al 

2013)
•  Team draft multileave (Schuth et al 2014)
•  Optimized multileave (Schuth et al 2014)
•  Probabilistic multileave (Schuth et al 2015)



Ranking A
1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2.  Napa Valley Wineries - Plan your wine...
www.napavalley.com/wineries

3.  Napa Valley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

4. Been There | Tips | Napa Valley
www.ivebeenthere.co.uk/tips/16681

5. Napa Valley Wineries and Wine
www.napavintners.com

6. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

Ranking B
1. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
2. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

Napa Valley – The authority for lodging...
www.napavalley.com

3. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...
books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...

4. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 
Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com

5. NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

6. The Napa Valley Marathon
www.napavalleymarathon.org

Presented Ranking
1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

3. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...
books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...

4.  Napa Valley Wineries – Plan your wine...
www.napavalley.com/wineries

5. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 
Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com 

6.  Napa Valley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

7 NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

AB

[Radlinski et al. 2008]

Team Draft Interleaving



Team Draft Interleaving
Ranking A

1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 
lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2.  Napa Valley Wineries - Plan your wine...
www.napavalley.com/wineries

3.  Napa Valley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

4. Been There | Tips | Napa Valley
www.ivebeenthere.co.uk/tips/16681

5. Napa Valley Wineries and Wine
www.napavintners.com

6. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

Ranking B
1. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley
2. Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

3. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...
books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...

4. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 
Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com

5. NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

6. The Napa Valley Marathon
www.napavalleymarathon.org

Presented Ranking
1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

3. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...
books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...

4.  Napa Valley Wineries – Plan your wine...
www.napavalley.com/wineries

5. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 
Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com 

6.  Napa Balley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

7 NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

Tie!



Probabilistic Interleaving

• An alternative interleaving algorithm
• Similar to Team Draft, but

– Toss a coin every pick
– Don’t always pick the top result
– Assign credit based on all possible 

assignments



Ranking A
1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2.  Napa Valley Wineries - Plan your wine...
www.napavalley.com/wineries

3.  Napa Valley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

4. Been There | Tips | Napa Valley
www.ivebeenthere.co.uk/tips/16681

5. Napa Valley Wineries and Wine
www.napavintners.com

6. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

Ranking B
1. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley
2. Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

3. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...
books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...

4. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 
Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com

5. NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

6. The Napa Valley Marathon
www.napavalleymarathon.org

Presented Ranking
1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2.    Napa Valley Wineries – Plan your wine...
www.napavalley.com/wineries

3. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

4. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...
books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...

5. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 
Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com 

6.  Napa Valley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

7 NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

AB

Probabilistic Interleaving (1)



Ranking A
1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2.  Napa Valley Wineries - Plan your wine...
www.napavalley.com/wineries

3.  Napa Valley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

4. Been There | Tips | Napa Valley
www.ivebeenthere.co.uk/tips/16681

5. Napa Valley Wineries and Wine
www.napavintners.com

6. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley

Ranking B
1. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley
2. Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

3. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...
books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...

4. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 
Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com

5. NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

6. The Napa Valley Marathon
www.napavalleymarathon.org

Presented Ranking
1.  Napa Valley – The authority for 

lodging...
www.napavalley.com

2.  Been There | Tips | Napa Valley
        www.ivebeenthere.co.uk
3. Napa: The Story of an American Eden...

books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=...
4. Napa Country, California – Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napa_Valley
5. Napa Valley Hotels – Bed and 

Breakfast...
www.napalinks.com 

6.  Napa Valley College
www.napavalley.edu/homex.asp

7 NapaValley.org
www.napavalley.org

Probabilistic Interleaving (2)



•  Define probability distributions over 
documents, based on the lists to be compared

•  During interleaving draw documents randomly

Any permutation of documents is possible

d1

P(
d|

l 1)

d2 d3 d4 d1

P(
d|

l 2)

d2 d3 d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d2
d1
d3
d4

d4
d2
d1
d3

Probabilistic Interleaving (2)



Probabilistic Interleaving (3)

•  Observe 
interleaved list  
+ clicks

•  Compute 
probabilities 
for  
outcome for 
all possible 
input 
sequences

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1 d1 d1 d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4

d1
d2
d3
d4



Interleaving

• Running an Interleaving Test
– Method
– Analysis

•  Improving Sensitivity

• Predicting the outcome of an 
experiment



Predicting Experimental Results

• Probabilistic interleaving
– Applied on historical data
–  For two rankers, some permutation of the 

interleaved list might be in the logs

•  Importance sampling
– Correct for bias



Interleaving

• Running an Interleaving Test
– Method
– Analysis

•  Improving Sensitivity

• Predicting the outcome of an 
experiment



Improving Sensitivity

• Optimized interleaving
–  Set constraints and desirable properties

• Among them, high sensitivity
– Obtain an interleaving algorithm as a 

solution to an optimization problem



Beyond Click  
Count

•  Not every click in the interleaved ranking is 
equally informative

•  Instead of                                    use

•  Score = linear combination of features
–  learned from training pairs of known retrieval 

quality

�(q, C,C 0) = |C|� |C 0|

�(q, C,C 0
) =

X

c2C

score(q, c)�
X

c02C0

score(q, c0)



7. Comparative Studies



Quantitative Analysis

•  Can we quantify how well Interleaving 
performs?
1.  Compared to offline judgments
2.  Compared to absolute ranking-level Metrics

•  How reliable is it? 
–  Does Interleaving correctly identify the better 

retrieval function?

•  How sensitive is it?
–  How much data is required to achieve a target 

confidence level (p-value)?



Quantitative Analysis



Interleaving against Collection-based 
Evaluation



Experimental Setup
•  Selected 4-6 pairs of ranking functions to compare 

in different settings
–  Known retrieval quality, by construction or by judged 

evaluation

•  Observed user behavior in two experimental 
conditions
–  Randomly used one of the two individual ranking functions
–  Presented an interleaving of the two ranking functions

•  Evaluation performed on three different search 
platforms
–  arXiv.org (academic paper repository)
–  Bing Web search
–  Yahoo! Web search



Comparison with Offline Judgments

•  Experiments on Bing (large scale experiment)
•  Plotted interleaving preference vs NDCG difference
•  Good calibration between expert judgments and interleaving

[Radlinski & Craswell 2010; Chapelle et al. 2012]



Comparison with Offline Judgments

•  Experiments on Bing (large-scale experiment)
•  Plotted queries required vs expert judgments required (for different p-
values)
•  Linear relationship between queries and expert judgments required
•  One expert judged query is worth ~10 queries with clicks



Interleaving against A/B Testing



Monotonicity Assumption
•  Consider two sets of results: A & B

–  A is high quality
–  B is medium quality

•  Which will get more clicks from users, A or B?
–  A has more good results: Users may be more 

likely to click when presented results from A. 
–  B has fewer good results: Users may need to 

click on more results from ranking B to be 
satisfied.

•  Need to test with real data
–  If either direction happens consistently, with a 

reasonable amount of data, we can use this to 
evaluate online



Testing 
Monotonicity

•  Contacted on ArXiv.org, an academic 
search engine.

•  Real users looking for real documents.
•  Relevance direction known by construction

ORIG  >  SWAP2  >  SWAP4
• ORIG: Hand-tuned ranking function
• SWAP2: ORIG with 2 pairs swapped
• SWAP4: ORIG with 4 pairs swapped

ORIG  >  FLAT >  RAND
• ORIG: Hand-tuned ranking function, over many fields
• FLAT: No field weights
• RAND : Top 10 of FLAT randomly reordered shuffled

• Evaluation on 3500 x 6 queries



Absolute Metrics
Name Description Hypothesized 

Change as 
Quality Falls

Abandonment Rate % of queries with no click Increase
Reformulation Rate % of queries that are 

followed by reformulation
Increase

Queries per Session Session = no interruption 
of more than 30 minutes

Increase

Clicks per Query Number of clicks Decrease
Clicks @ 1 Clicks on top results Decrease
pSkip [Wang et al ’09] Probability of skipping Increase
Max Reciprocal Rank* 1/rank for highest click Decrease
Mean Reciprocal Rank* Mean of 1/rank for all 

clicks
Decrease

Time to First Click* Seconds before first click Increase
Time to Last Click* Seconds before final click Decrease

(*) only queries with at least one click count



Evaluation of Absolute Metrics on 
ArXiv.org

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5
ORIG

FLAT

RAND

ORIG 

SWAP2

SWAP4



Comparative Summary

Method Consistent 
(weak)

Inconsistent 
(weak)

Consistent 
(strong)

Inconsistent 
(strong)

Abandonment Rate 4 2 2 0

Clicks per Query 4 2 2 0

Clicks @ 1 4 2 4 0

pSkip 5 1 2 0

Max Reciprocal Rank 5 1 3 0

Mean Reciprocal Rank 5 1 2 0

Time to First Click 4 1 0 0

Time to Last Click 3 3 1 0

Interleaving 6 0 6 0

•  Comparison on arXiv.org experiments
•  Results on Yahoo! qualitatively similar



Different approaches 
to evaluation

• User-studies

• Collection-based 
evaluation

•  In-situ evaluation
– A/B Testing
–  Interleaving



Takeaways

• Don’t trust the HiPPO

• Trust the data; hence experiment 
often

•  If you torture the data enough they 
will confess to anything

• The measure defines the problem
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